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SCONUL Shared and Collaborative Services Strategy 
Group: consultation meeting 

 
Key points on the development of shared services arising from the Fringe Session “SCONUL 
Shared and Collaborative Services Strategy Group: consultation meeting” and from the 
presentation “Out-sourcing: The way forward for higher education services”, Professor 
Malcolm Gillies, Vice-Chancellor, London Metropolitan University 
 
1. SCONUL needs to be more joined up with its international engagements. For example, 

exploring shared services across national boundaries where there are major potential 
economies of scale. 

2. Greater engagement with Irish SCONUL members in SCONUL shared services 
activities.  

3. Identify “enthusiastic groups” who are capable and keen on taking forward shared 
services and who may be partly or wholly outside SCONUL. 

4. There is interest in how SCONUL is progressing the National Digital Library and what 
this service will look like in the long term. Queries on how “regional digital library 
initiatives” fit into the overall concept. 

5. When do we look to convert regional activities to national ones (where appropriate)?  
6. Are there current national activities (or planned activities) which may be better done at a 

regional level? 
7. Organise an audit of small scale (sub-regional) shared and collaborative services 

activities and add to the overall map of UK library shard services activities. 
8. Create a directory of interests and expertise across the SCONUL membership, possibly 

including systems in use. Need to define scope of this and how this will be kept up to 
date. 

9. SCONUL Access scheme: consideration of widening the eligibility of “categories” of 
users of the scheme (e.g. transnational students, students on formal articulation 
programmes, students on validated programmes, online students). 

10. SCONUL needs to lobby for revised, easier and better e-book licences, possibly through 
Jisc Collections. 

11. Enhance the Shared and Collaborative Services Strategy Group communication to the 
SCONUL membership: for example 

a. Do more in the SCONUL monthly bulletins 
b. Put together resources on the web site to make destination of choice for any member 

wishing to find out about shared services activities: 
i. More on the work of the group 
ii. Links to useful shared services resources elsewhere 
iii. Example specifications 
c. Consider the theme for a 2013-14 shared services event 
12. Research Data Management activities across all the organisations currently undertaking 

activities in this area need joining up and better communication of who is doing what. 
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